“You have only so many
bottles in your life
never drink a bad one’’
Evans Len

Sparkling Wines & Champagne
1.

CASSAR DE MALTE “PRIVATE ESTATE SELECTION”

€ 35.00

MARSOVIN, MALTA – WARDIJA VALLEY ESTATE, WARDIJA

Malta's only Brut created entirely using the 'Methode Traditionelle.' It owes its
character and finesse to the Chardonnay grapes harvested in the Wardija Valley Estate
and to a minimum of 12 to 24 months maturing on the yeast lees in the bottle. Its
bouquet is typically complex with lingering floral and fruity notes. It is invitingly rich,
full in taste and complemented by its pleasant natural sparkle.

2.

PROSECCO SPUMANTE DOC - BIANCA E NERA

VENETO, ITALY

€ 20.00

Typical crisp and delicate perlage. Pale light yellow colour, delicate and complex
bouquet with fruity notes that remind of peach, green apple with second notes of
acacia and lilac. Fresh and light on the palate, with balanced acidity and body;
harmonic with a long persistent aftertaste.

3.

BRUT, CARTE D’OR - DRAPPIER

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

20 CL € 12.00

This Champagne shows a gold colour with tinges of copper. On the nose it has a
bouquet of stoned fruits, such as the white peach and pear, while on the palate it is
dominated by ripe fruits like apricot and red fruits like strawberry which is supported
by a natural lively acidity and a long lasting length.

4.

BRUT, 'MOSAÏQUE' - CHAMPAGNE JACQUART

REIMS, FRANCE

€ 50.00

Elegant, floral nose with hints of citrus fruit, white peaches and pears. It has a pure
and clean style.

Local Whites
5.

CHENIN BLANC/CHARDONNAY, ULYSSES - MARSOVIN€ 9.00 € 16.00

D.O.K GOZO

Produced entirely from hand-picked grapes harvested in family owned vineyards in
Gozo, this medium bodied dry white wine has a pale lemon bright colour, aromas and
flavours of a citrus and stone fruit character of lemons, limes and peaches. It has a
refreshing acidity that is in balance with the fruit flavours.

6.

1919 CHARDONNAY - MARSOVIN

D.O.K. GOZO

€ 16.50

1919 White is a truly Maltese wine produced from the noble Chardonnay. A complex,
well rounded white wine of character with fruity aromas of fresh apples, mangoes and
other tropical fruit underlined by buttery undertones. On the palate it is smooth and
well balanced with a lingering fruity finish.

7.

ANTONIN BLANC SUPERIOR - MARSOVIN

€ 25.00

D.O.K. GOZO

Antonin Blanc is produced from selected Chardonnay grapes harvested from the
Ramla Valley Estate in Gozo. Barrel Fermentation and ageing on the lees for up to 12
weeks in new oak barrels contributes an important aspect to the wine’s essential
character with aromas of vanilla and burnt toast giving way to crisp citrus and apple
notes on the palate. It is full and round in the mouth and whilst retaining a fruity
Chardonnay character, the subtle nuance of oak adds finesse and complexity.

8.
BLANC DE CHEVAL ‘PRIVATE ESTATE COLLECTION’
MARSOVIN - D.O.K. SUPERIOR GOZO

€ 22.00

Blanc de Cheval is a private estate selection wine made from Chardonnay grapes
grown and handpicked from the Ramla Valley Estate in Gozo. This medium bodied
white wine has distinct fruity aromas of citrus and apples bursting into zesty fruity
flavours on the palette and ending with a pleasant lingering finish. It is excellent on its
own or else and accompaniment to most fish, prawn and shellfish dishes.

9.

VERMENTINO, PALATINO - CAMILLERI WINES

€ 15.00

D.O.K. MALTA

The first aromatic impression of this locally-grown Vermentino is floral with
underlying herbal touches. The ensuing palate tends towards a medium body yet offers
a rich myriad of fruity flavours supported by a refreshingly crisp acidity giving this
wine a definite affinity to fish dishes and seafood.

10.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, PALATINO - CAMILLERI WINES

€ 15.00

D.O.K. MALTA

Generous notes of exotic fruits and leeches greet the nose of this locally-grown
Sauvignon Blanc with light grassy nuances. Its medium-bodied palate is elegant yet
powerful, making this an ideal match with seafood and shellfish whilst providing
excellent company on its own.

11.

CHARDONNAY, CARAVAGGIO – MARSOVIN

D.O.K. MALTA

€ 9.00

€ 15.00

This dry, medium to full-bodied white wine is refreshingly smooth on the palate with
citrus flavours of ripe lemons and delicate fruity-floral aromas of apples and
honeysuckle. Ideally served with pasta, fish, poultry, veal and pork.

12.

PINOT BIANCO, CARAVAGGIO - MARSOVIN

D.O.K. MALTA

€ 15.00

This dry, medium bodied white wine shows refreshing aromas of citrus flavours: ripe
lemons underlined by aromatic floral notes. Ideally served with soft cheeses, cold cuts
of meat, fish and platters. Serve chilled.

13.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, GRAN CAVALIER

EMMANUEL DELICATA D.O.K. MALTA

€ 20.00

A grassy nose with well extracted herbaceous flavours, fatness and ripe fruits, thanks
to maceration pelliculare, presenting itself clean and crisp on the palate.

Italian Whites
14.

GAVI DI GAVI – UMBERTO FIORE

€ 18.00

PIEDMONT

Cortese, Piedmont’s finest white grape, is at the heart of Gavi di Gavi and is
distinguished by its crisp, floral, peachy, aromatic qualities. This wine is best enjoyed
young.

15.

GAVI DEL COMUNE DI GAVI - BERSANO

PIEDMONT

€14.00

€ 22.00

The bouquet, rich and full in the mouth with a long fruity and persistent aftertaste, is
characteristic and fragrant, with hints of pineapple and peach, and a note of apricot.

16.

FRIULI

MULLER THURGAU, RIESLING - CORMONS

€ 19.00

This white wine is a blend of Riesling and Muller Thurgau grapes. Pleasant and refined,
its flavour brings to mind fragrant apples, whilst its perfume is characterized by scents
of musk and slightly Muscat. A mellow and velvety wine, finely aromatic with a pale
yellow colour and green hues.

17.

VENETO

SOAVE CLASSICO DOC- MONTEFORTE - SANTI

€9.50

€ 16.50

Strong straw colour; intense bouquet, of exceptional finesse, with a fresh fragrance of
elderflowers and hints of exotic fruits and acacia honey. The flavour is savoury, very
attractive and balanced, full-bodied and with an excellent length

18.

PINOT GRIGIO, VALDADIGE – SANTA MARGHERITA

TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE

€ 20.00

This dry white wine has a straw yellow color. Its clean, intense aroma and bone-dry
taste (with an appealing flavor of Golden Delicious apples) make Santa Margherita’s
Pinot Grigio a wine of great personality and versatility.

19.

FALANGHINA DEL BENEVENTO - CANTINA VADIAPERTI

AVELLINO, CAMPANIA

€ 22.00

Made from the Falanghina variety, grown here at 700m on volcanic soils, picked late
in October and carefully pressed and fermented. Dry and clean, tropical & spicy
lingering aromas with a lovely seam of freshness.

20.

GRECO DI TUFO - CANTINA VADIAPERTI

AVELLINO, CAMPANIA

€ 22.00

Classic Greco with elegant refined notes of ripe fruit, golden delicious apples lifted by
floral and acacia honey nuances. The palate is fresh and structured with good balance
and length and a perceptible bitter almond finish.

21.

VERMENTINO, CALA SILENTE - CANTINA SANTADI

SULCIS, SARDEGNA

€ 20.00

22.

SICILIA

ANTHILIA - DONNAFUGATA

€9.50

€ 18.50

Cataratto, main grape variety the blend is completed with other varieties. Fresh and
Mediterranean, this white wine expresses a precise personality tied to fruity and floral,
round and elegant sensations.

23.

SICILY

PIANO MALTESE - TENUTA RAPITALA

€ 17.50

Yellow colour, with bright tints, which precedes a warm, full, fruity bouquet and a
stylish, elegant flavour. It is a wine with fresh Mediterranean scents, a savoury and
elegant taste and a typical touch of bitter almonds.

24.

SICILY

INSOLIA, COLOMBA PLATINO – DUCA DI SALAPARUTA

€ 19.50

A bright straw yellow colour with greenish highlights. intense, delightfully fruity, with
character. fresh, balanced and persistent. Same scents perceived by the nose.

25.

SICILY

GRILLO, KADOS – DUCA DI SALAPARUTA

€ 19.00

A straw yellow colour with slight greenish highlights. floral, slight note of vanilla,
complex. wide, velvety, lively, well-bodied and persistent.

French Whites
26.

ALSACE

PINOT BLANC - TRIMBACH

€ 20.00

This wine shows a pale yellow colour with tinges of green. The nose has aromas of pear
and peach will on the palate it shows a medium bodied intensity and gentle but
persistent acidity which makes ideal to consume on its own or with salads, poultry and
seafood.

27.

ALSACE

RIESLING - TRIMBACH

€ 22.00

This Riesling is bright yellow and has green edges. The pronounced nose shows hints
of minerality, while its palate has flavours of white peach, quince and lemon with a
lingering clean and dry finish.

28.

POUILLY FUME, LES DUCHESSE – DOMAINE LAPORTE

LOIRE VALLEY

€ 26.00

This wine shows a pale straw yellow colour. On the nose is has intense aromas of
grapefruit and white flowers while on the palate it is light to medium bodied with a
crisp acidity, bright citrus flavours and flinty minerality.

29.

SANCERRE, GRANDMONTAINS – DOMAINE LAPORTE

LOIRE VALLEY

€ 26.00

Nice ripe fruity noise with a distinctive grassiness and subtle gooseberry notes that are
characteristic of Sauvignon. Quite perfumed and nicely balanced, somewhere in
between the old-world and new-world styles.

30.

CHABLIS – JEAN BAPTISTE BEJOT

BURGUNDY

€ 26.00

This wine shows an attractive pale straw colour. On the palate it features typical crisp,
citrus and mineral flavours which burst on the taste buds and long, mouth-filling fruit
flavors which linger.

31.

LEGENDE BLANC

COLLECTION BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD LAFITE - BORDEAUX

€ 20.00

Aromatic and fresh, dominated by scents of exotic fruit (mango, lychee and limes) and
mineral notes. Fruity and seductive, with good balance and a nice lively finish.

German White
32.

LIEBFAUMILCH - PETER MERTES

RHEINESSEN

€ 16.50

This Liebfraumilch is a soft, medium-bodied, easy-to-drink wine with fragrant fruit
accents of apples, pears, and peaches.

Spanish White
33.

ALBARINO DUESA NAI - MARQUES DE CACERES

RIAS BAIXAS

€ 18.00

Straw colour with golden highlights. On the nose it shows fresh aromas of pears and
apples on a depth of citrus fruit that reveals a pleasant vivacity. The palate has notes
of minerality with a long lasting finish.

34.

MOSCATEL DE ALEJANDRA, NATUERO (Alcohol Free)

TORRES - CATALUNYA

€ 19.00

Straw yellow. Fresh floral (acacia honey) and fruit (passion fruit, apple) aromas.
Smooth and clean with the sweet taste of fresh grapes.

35.

PENEDES

CHARDONNAY GRAN VINA SOL – TORRES

€ 16.00

This wine displays flowery aromas of pineapple, green apple, white flower and freshly
cut hay. A persistent finish with a very fresh aftertaste.

Chilean Whites
36.

SAUVIGNON BLANC 120 – VINA SANTA RITA

€ 17.00

CENTRAL VALLEY

This wine shows a fruity aroma of citrus blossoms and peaches that is well balanced
by delicate herbaceous undertones and a pleasant acidity intensifying the wine’s
freshness.

37.

CHARDONNAY RESERVA - 35 SOUTH – VINA SAN PEDRO

CASABLANCA VALLEY

€19.00

Medium-bodied wine packed with tropical fruit flavours and hint of almonds.

38.

SAUVIGNON BLANC RESERVA - 35 SOUTH – VINA SAN PEDRO € 19.00

CENTRAL VALLEY

A lively fresh and fruity wine with excellent body and structure. Exotic fruit flavours
with an elegant citrus finish.

39.

CHARDONNAY, SANTA DIGNA - MIGUEL TORRES

CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 17.00

Pale yellow colour with greenish hues. Aromas of mango and apricot, enriched by citric
notes. Fine balance between density and acidity on the palate with a very fruity
aftertaste.

Argentinean Whites
40.

TORRONTES, ALAMOS - BODEGA NICOLAS CATENA

MENDOZA

€ 18.00

Torrontés has a unique expression in Argentina and has often been called the country's
signature white varietal. Alamos Torrontés captures all of the explosive aromatic
character of this Argentine grape, with lively notes of citrus and peach fruit interwoven
with delicate layers of jasmine blossom and fresh herbs. The wine is light and fresh on
the palate with excellent balance and finishing with bright, crisp acidity.

41.

PINOT GRIGIO/TORRONTES, 'PASSO BLANCO' - MASI

TUPUNGATO VALLEY, MENDOZA

€18.00

Elegant nose, fragrant, floral with complex fruit & flower aromas. Well-balanced on
the palate, long and very fresh finish.

Lebanese White
42.

LA DAME BLANCHE - CHÂTEAU KEFRAYA

BEKAA VALLEY

€ 19.00

Hint of almond tree flowers, lime and green tea. Round and lively, with an exotic lemonflavoured finish.

South African White
43.

CHENIN BLANC, PROVENANCE L’AVENIR - LAROCHE

€ 19.00

STELLENBOSCH

A crisp pale yellow straw yellow with a beautiful clarity. On the nose precise and
intense fruit aromas of ripe pineapple and melon, accented by subtle honey and toasted
almonds from 40% wood contact and battonage, lees stirring. The palate is full and
rich with a complex roundness and refreshing acidity that creates a memorable and
elegant finish, with a slight minerality to the end.

44.

CHENIN BLANC - SIMONSIG

WESTERN CAPE, STELLENBOSCH

€ 17.50

An aromatic nose of ripe pears, apples and flowers with a touch of honey. Fresh and
intense fruit salad flavours fill the palate with delicious richness on the aftertaste.

New Zealand White
45.

SAUVIGNON BLANC - MOUNT NELSON

MARLBOROUGH

€ 17.00

Clear and bright with pale green and straw highlights. Gooseberry and passion fruit
aromas with freshly cut grass notes and a faint undercurrent of citrus blossom.
Concentrated and intense, the wine shows gooseberry, passion fruit and stone-fruit
flavours with a hint of lime.

46.

CHARDONNAY – HUNTER’S

MARLBOROUGH

€ 22.00

A rich rounded wine with plenty of white stone fruit characters of peach and nectarine.
This fruit is further enhanced by the natural acidity and is balanced by the use of
French oak to provide a fresh lingering finish.

47.

SAUVIGNON BLANC – HUNTER’S

MARLBOROUGH

€ 22.00

Intense aromas, pungent red capsicum, melon and nectarine. The palate is soft and
textured with herbaceous citrus and tropical flavours and a strong acid backbone.

Australian White
48.

BAROSSA

SAUVIGNON BLANC - THE LAIRA

€ 17.00

Aromatic passionfruit with flinty, snow pea notes supported with underlying tropical
fruit characters. Intensely flavoured of snow peas and dried herbs with a fine textured
palate that is balanced with crisp citrus acidity.

49.

CHARDONNAY - DEAKIN ESTATE

MURRAY RIVER

€ 17.00

Fresh pear, citrus and rock melon notes with subtle complex oak characters. A delicious
Chardonnay with a luscious and clean finish. A versatile wine for any occasion.

Rose Wines
50.

GRENACHE/SHIRAZ, ODYSSEY - MARSOVIN

€ 9.00

€ 15.00

GOZO D.O.K.

This fine and fruity Rose’ has an intense aroma reminiscent of raspberries,
strawberries and warm spice. It is off-dry, medium bodied and is best served lightly
chilled accompanying fish, veal, pork and poultry dishes.

51.

ROSÉ D’ANJOU

€ 16.00

LOIRE, FRANCE

Fun, round and fruity, with a soft touch that never becomes cloying. Lashings of
strawberry and raspberry aromas with a delightful sweetish tickle.

52.

LES OLIVIERES ROSE -CHATEAU DE BERNE

COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

€11.00

€ 18.00

Flattering aromatic wine with a good persistence. Nose of a beautiful intensity of red
fruit flavours, strawberry and peach. The mouth is full of fresh aromas of apricot and
peach

53.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, SYRAH - NATUERO (Alcohol Free)

TORRES – CATALUNYA, SPAIN

€ 19.00

Deep, brilliant, pale cherry red. Aromas of wild berries and red licorice. Fresh, lively
and fruity on the palate with predominant red fruit flavors and a long finish.

54.

ZINFANDEL ROSE

€ 16.00

CALIFORNIA, USA

This Rose wine shows a pale pink rose colour. On the nose it has a red fruit character
of strawberries. The palate is medium sweet with an intense fruit character of red
cherry, cranberry and pomegranate.

Local Reds
55.

SHIRAZ, ULYSSES SUPERIOR - MARSOVIN

GOZO D.O.K.

€ 9.00

€ 16.00

Produced entirely from handpicked grapes harvested in family owned vineyards in
Gozo, this fine fruit-driven full bodied wine is very delicate on the palate with ripe
tannins and soft fruity aromas reminiscent of blackcurrants, plums and a hint of
peppery spice. Ideal with game, roasts, rich pasta dishes, spicy food and cheese. Serve
between 18°C- 20°C.

56.

SYRAH, PALATINO - CAMILLERI WINES

MALTA I.G.T.

€ 15.00

A dark sombre nose of treacle, savoury aromas and new leather lift in anticipation of
an expressive character. This locally-grown wine develops into a full-bodied, deep
palate marked by flavours of pepper and tar.

57.

MERLOT, CARAVAGGIO SUPERIOR - MARSOVIN

MALTA D.O.K.

€9.00

€ 15.00

A concentrated fruity red wine of deep intensity with abundant aromas of mature
dried fruit: figs, dried plums & ripe juicy forest berries combined with supple and
rounded tannins. It is a complex fully-flavoured wine with a long lingering finish.

58.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CARAVAGGIO MARSOVIN

MALTA D.O.K.

€ 15.00

A dry, full-bodied, robust red wine with a deep ruby colour, aromas and flavours of a
black fruit character of blackcurrants and blueberries rounded with high levels of
tannin.

59.

CABERNET FRANC, CARAVAGGIO - MARSOVIN

MALTA D.O.K

€ 15.00

A medium bodied red wine of moderate intensity. On the nose it shows typical Cabernet
Franc varietal characteristics of green and white peppers and spices. Concentrated
fruit driven red wine with intense fruit aromas of plums and mature blueberries
combined with chocolate and tobacco overtones. On the palate it has soft, velvety
tannins and a very pleasant smooth finish.

60.

1919 ~ SUNDRIED ĠELLEWŻA MALTA D.O.K.

MARSOVIN, MALTA

€ 18.00

1919 Red is a quality wine produced from selected grapes of the indigenous Gellewza
red variety. The harvested Gellewza bunches were laid down to dry in the sun for a
number of days before being vinified resulting in a concentration of the Gellewza
grape’s natural sugars, acidity and colour.

61.

MERLOT/CABERNET SAUVIGNON CAMILLERI WINES

MALTA D.O.K.

€ 17.00

The appearance is mature with a medium to deep intensity and a dark chocolate core.
It has a clean, medium to pronounced nose with elements of cherries, red berries and
forest fruits with hints of dried fruits. The palate is of medium to full-bodied structure
with balanced acidity and soft tannins, more evident towards finish.

62.

CHEVAL FRANC SUPERIOR - MARSOVIN

CHEVAL FRANC ESTATE, GĦOLLIEQ

€ 24.00

An artful blend of Cabernet Franc and Shiraz, this medium bodied ruby red wine has
distinct peppery and herbaceous aromas and is excellent on its own or as an
accompaniment to more complex meat dishes, oriental cuisine and rich pasta sauces.

63.

ANTONIN NOIR SUPERIOR - MARSOVIN

MARNISI ESTATE, MARSAXLOKK

€ 25.00

Antonin is a blend of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc grapes, all
harvested from the Marnisi Estate in Marsaxlokk with Merlot being the dominant
grape variety in the wine. Low yields, barrel ageing and judicious blending produce a
concentrated, full-bodied wine with very good ageing potential.

64.

MALTA

SYRAH, GRAN CAVALIER - EMMANUEL DELICATA

€ 25.00

Wine with an intensity and complexity on a roaring nose are followed by bold, spicy
and gutsy flavours of ripe black fruits and finesse. Full-bodied with complex aromas of
wet horse and gamy flavours.

65.

MARNISI RIZERVA - MARSOVIN

MARNISI ESTATE, MARSAXLOKK

€26.00

The 8.5 ha Marnisi Estate is situated near Marsaxlokk in the South of Malta. Marnisi is
a blend representative of the 4 grape varieties on this Estate which includes over 55%
Cabernet Sauvignon, about 30% Merlot and smaller quantities of Cabernet Franc. Low
yields, barrel ageing of the unfiltered wine and judicious blending produce a
concentrated, full-bodied wine with excellent ageing potential.

66.

MALTA

SYRAH, ‘BEL’ - MERIDIANA ESTATE

€26.00

Grown, harvested and bottled at the Estate. A silky, prune and peppery spice flavours
which are enhanced by light oak nuances.

67.

MALTA

MERLOT, ‘NEXUS’ - MERIDIANA ESTATE

€ 27.00

Grapes grown, harvested and bottled at the Estate. A soft, ripe cherry-plum flavours
which are enhanced by light oak nuances.

68.

ĠELLEWŻA/SHIRAZ IMQADDED, PRIMUS - MARSOVIN

MALTA D.O.K.

€40.00

A blend of old vine Ġellewża (30 years) from vineyards in Mġarr and Shiraz from 12year-old vines in Siġġiewi. After careful selection, the grapes are placed in boxes and
set aside to dry, on the winery roof in the sun, to promote the concentration of sugars,
aromas, and glycerine. Around the beginning of October, the grapes are softly pressed,
and left to ferment slowly in stainless steel tanks. A daily pump over is carried out.
Ageing takes place in 225 lts new French oak barrels for a period of 17 months. A
deeply concentrated ruby-purple coloured wine displaying distinct tears with intense
aromas of dried fruits and amarena cherries marrying well with new oak barrel
flavours of vanilla, cinnamon and nutmeg leaving a very pleasant lingering off dry
finish.

Italian Reds
69.

IL BACIALE – BRAIDA

PIEDMONT

€ 24.00

This wine is made from an unusual blend of Barbera, Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Merlot. Garnet in colour, the nose has notes of chocolate, dark fruit and
blackberry. The palate has flavours of dark fruit and spice with good underlying
acidity.

70.

'LE ORME' BARBERA D'ASTI - MICHELE CHIARLO

PIEDMONT

€ 20.00

Pleasantly easy to drink, harmonious and tasty. A modern wine with a red berry and a
slight cherry note.

71.

BAROLO – SCANAVINO

€ 44.00

PIEDMONT

This Barolo shows a tawny colour, on the nose it has aromas of dark cherry fruit,
cardamom and celery seed. The palate is dry with strong tannins and intense
characteristics of mushrooms, dry leaves and savoury, finishing off with a long length.

72.

MAZER INFERNO - NINO NEGRI

€ 22.00

LOMBARDIA

Inferno Mazèr has a deep garnet colour; the perfume is well pronounced and
composite with dominant notes of bitter spices (cloves, cinnamon), dried flowers (rose
and violet) and plum jam; the flavour is dry, savoury and austere, harmonious with an
elegant bitterish base of toasted hazelnut. It is a long-lived, firm, vigorous and wellstructured wine.

73.

FRIULI

CABERNET FRANC - SIMON DE BRAZZAN

€ 19.00

A red wine with intense ruby red colour with purple hues. Its characteristic herbaceous
fragrance is elegant and spicy. Velvety, smooth, slightly bitter, young but full taste.
Typical wine for game, meat and spicy cheeses, capable of enhancing the combinations
recommended by sommeliers and chefs.

74.

VENETO

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO - SALVALAI

€ 9.00

€ 17.00

A ruby red wine with a pleasant heady aroma with slight hint of almonds and a palate
that is dry and soft, with a sensation of cherry and prune.

75.

VENETO

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO - FAMIGLIA PASQUA

€ 24.00

Ruby-red, this wine offers intense aromas of wild cherries, redcurrant and hints of
toasting with sweet and round tannins on the palate.

76.

“APASSIMENTO” GRAN PASSIONE ROSSO

FOSSALTA DI PIAVE - VENETO

€ 17.50

60% Merlot 40% Corvina. Intense purple colour, tending towards amber with ageing.
The subsequent oak aging gives the pleasant notes of spices and vanilla. This wine has
a very solid structure due to the elevated alcohol and the balance between soft tannins
and acidity.

77.

VENETO

CAMPOFIORIN - MASI

€ 20.00

Strong and attractive cherry aromas on the nose with a pleasing spiciness. Great
power and balance on the palate with aromas of ripe fruit, cherries in spirit and
blackcurrants. Soft and well balanced tannins benefitting from good acidity; long
aftertaste with hints of vanilla and cocoa, just like an Amarone.

78.

TUSCANY

CHIANTI “CLASSICO” – PICCINI

€ 17.00

Intense and persistent fruity bouquet, flavour develops sinuously, subtle notes of
vanilla coming through in the end. Warm palate with soft tannins, “Selezione Oro”
reveals himself in velvety shades, rich in structure, with a long aftertaste.

79.

TUSCANY

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO -PICCINI

€ 44.00

This wine shows an intense ruby red colour, the nose shows elegant notes of red fruit
like red cherry and red berry with hints of leather. The palate is dry with intense red
fruit characteristics like red current followed by sweet spices of cinnamon and red
cherry.

80.

TUSCANY

‘PEPPOLI’ CHIANTI CLASSICO - ANTINORI

€ 22.00

Ruby red in colour. This wine shows notes of cherries well integrated with the
chocolate and vanilla aromas of the oak aging. The palate shows mush Sangiovese
varietal character. The tannins are soft and silky, and the flavours are long and well
sustained.

81.

TUSCANY

CHIANTI DOCG SAN LORENZO - FATTORIE MELINI

€ 19.00

Bright ruby red in colour; a pronounced bouquet of raspberries and blackberries with
hints of sweet violets and irises; well-defined, full, tangy and pleasantly tannic flavour
with a lingering, pleasing aftertaste of mixed berry preserve and almonds.

82.

TUSCANY

VINO NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO - PICCINI

€ 25.00

This wine has been aged in oak barrels for two years and four months in bottle before
being released. The colour is garnet with a tawny rim, the nose shows characteristics
of ripe red fruits like red cherries and raspberries. The palate is dry with a medium to
full body and some harsh tannins.

83.

TUSCANY

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO - TENUTA DI SESTA

€ 22.00

100% Sangiovese Grosso in its natural state. It is considered to be the younger brother
of Brunello. It shows an intense ruby red colour and reveals all its exuberance with
notes of red fruit and blackberry on the nose. On the palate, it is pleasing and wellorchestrated with good length and without aggressive tannins.

84.

PUGLIA

PRIMITIVO - ALBERTO LONGO

€ 22.00

Dark-skinned grape variety from the Puglia region. It is perhaps better known under
its American synonym Zinfandel. Deep ruby red colour with purple highlights. Intense
and persistent bouquet, reminiscent of wild berries. The palate is medium-bodied and
fruit forward.

85.

SICILY

NERO D’AVOLA – CANTINE SETTESOLI

€ 16.00

This is what happens when you take the thick-skinned Nero D'Avola grape and make
wine. Big, bold and with a hint of dried-fruit character, this is absolutely loaded with
black cherry fruit flavours.

86.

SICILY

SEDÀRA - DONNAFUGATA

€9.50

€ 18.50

Nero D’Avola (predominant) blended with other grapes. A fresh and appealing red
wine, with good structure and persistence. On the nose reveals intense notes of red fruit
on a background of spices and mineral notes.

87.

SICILY

NERO D`AVOLA, CAMPO REALE - TENUTA RAPITALÁ €9.50

€ 17.00

Deep ruby colour, and full bouquet which heralds a firm and powerful structure, a
distinct but not intrusive amount of tannin and a delicate acidity.

88.

NERO D`AVOLA/MERLOT, CALANINCA

€ 18.00

DUCA DI SALAPARUTA, SICILY

Deep and bright ruby red. intense and full with notes of little ripe red fruits. warm and
velvety with clear sensations of black cherries, elegant tannin touch. Good structure
and persistent aroma.

French Reds
89.

BEAUJOLAIS, VILLAGES COMBE AUX JACQUES – LOUIS JADOT € 19.00

BURGUNDY

Gamay. Delicious aromas of fruits and delicate freshness of Beaujolais Villages.

90.

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE - CHATEAU CABRIERES

€ 40.00

RHONE VALLEY

Grenache grape is dominant in this dry red wine, with ripe, soft medium tannins,
complex and earthy, full bodied and beautifully aromatic. The palate is of a ripe black
fruit character of plums and black cherries, and expressive complexity with a slight
spicy finish.

91.

CÔTES DU RHÔNE ROUGE - E. GUIGAL

€ 20.00

SOUTHERN RHÔNE

Grenache 50%, Mourvèdre 25%, Syrah 25%. Fresh, crisp, small soft fruit and spices.
Full-bodied, elegant, with mellow tannins, aromatic. It ages very well up to 8 years.

92.

BELLERUCHE ROUGE - M. CHAPOUTIER

COTES DU RHONE

€11.00

€ 20.00

Garnet red in colour. Aromas of red fruits (mainly morello cherries) and spices
(liquorice, grey pepper). This wine has a great structure with firm and silky tannins.

93.

LEGENDE ROUGE

€ 20.00

COLLECTION BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD LAFITE - BORDEAUX

Very intense, bright ruby. Subtle aromas of cocoa and vanilla. Notes of blackberries
and spices. Generous and well-structured, with intense flavours of black fruit and a fine
spicy finish.

Spanish Reds
94.

RIOJA

RIOJA CRIANZA - MARQUES DE CACERES

€ 18.00

A lively bouquet with notes of red fruit that add a pleasant freshness softened by a
discreet touch of vanilla. Deliciously full in the mouth where well-integrated, silky
tannins highlight the wine’s fruit.

95.

RIOJA

RIOJA ALTOS IBERICOS CRIANZA - TORRES

€ 18.00

Cherry red in colour. A deep, clean nose displaying white floral and red fruit aromas,
which combine harmoniously with oak-imparted notes of spices and toast. Fresh and
velvety upon entry, it gradually unfolds across the palate to reveal fine, soft tannins.

96.

SYRAH - NATUERO (Alcohol Free) - TORRES

€ 19.00

CATALUNYA, SPAIN

Lovely cherry red, aromas of pomegranate and currant with hints of oak-imparted
vanilla and toast. Round, balanced and clean on the palate with soft tannins and
delicate acidity.

Lebanese Reds
97.

LES BRETECHES - CHÂTEAU KEFRAYA

BEKAA VALLEY

€ 11.00

€19.00

Cinsaut, Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Grenache, Tempranillo, Carignan, Mourvèdre.
Bouquet reminiscent of red fruit jam that turns to reveal subtle spicy complexity notes.
Round, elegant and fine.

Chilean Reds
98.

120 MERLOT – VINA SANTA RITA

CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 16.00

This wine shows fragrant aromas of fresh strawberry, plum and vanilla followed by a
hint of dried herbs which are supported by soft tannins and a pleasing note of oak.

99.

120 CCC - SANTA RITA

CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 17.00

This intense wine is a blend of Carménère, Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon blend
is a deep and ruby red complex and very pleasing blend of fruity aromas that recall
plums, blackberries, blueberries, and spice, along with notes of vanilla and tobacco.

100.

CARMENÈRE RESERVA - '35 SOUTH' - VIÑA SAN PEDRO

CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 19.00

A wide well bodied wine with sweet tannins. A pleasant finish, giving off sweetness and
touches of oak.

101.

SHIRAZ RESERVA - '35 SOUTH' - VIÑA SAN PEDRO

CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 19.00

An intense violet, very vivid wine, with blackish tones. Aroma is fruit intensive. Gentle
tannins, fresh and the finish reveals hints of oak. A medium-bodied wine.

102.

CARIGNAN, CORDILLERA - MIGUEL TORRES

MAULE VALLEY

€ 22.00

Intensely pigmented colour of ruby. Floral and fruity aroma on a background of
toasted notes from the cask. On the palate it’s expansive and develops beautifully. The
notes in its aroma are now complemented by hints of bay and mint.

Argentinean Reds
103.

MALBEC, ALAMOS - BODEGA NICOLAS CATENA

ARGENTINA

€ 18.00

This Malbec has a dark, blackish purple color. The nose shows ripe black fruits, black
pepper spice and floral notes. The mouth feel is full yet soft and supple, with black
raspberry and currant flavours mingled with black raspberry and currant flavors
mingles with notes of sweet spice and touch of leather. The finish is long persistent with
soft, sweet tannins.

104.

MALBEC/CORVINA, 'PASSO DOBLE' -MASI

TUPUNGATO VALLEY, MENDOZA

€ 18.00

Malbec 70%, Corvina 30%. Attractive bouquet of cherries and vegetal tinges on the
nose. Good acidity on the palate, well balanced with soft tannins.

105.

MALBEC RESERVE – BODEGAS TRIVENTO

MENDOZA

€ 20.00

Intense bouquet, rich in blackcurrant, vanilla and spices. On the palate the soft and
succulent ripe fruits follow through with a surprising delicacy. The tannins silky,
coming subtly from the forefront and giving a lingering finish.

Australian Reds
106.

SHIRAZ - BARWANG

€ 17.00

SOUTH EASTERN

This wine shows a medium intense ruby colour. The nose gives aromas of black pepper
and black forest fruits, while on the palate it has a medium body with soft tannins and
intense fruit.

107.

SHIRAZ/CABERNET SAUVIGNON, RED LABEL - WOLF BLASS € 19.00

SOUTH EASTERN

Bright purple with red hues. On the nose primary notes of red berries, spice and
tobacco supported by subtle hints of oak. The palate is medium-bodied wine rich with
blackcurrant and spice notes in a soft, rounded palate. The finish is fresh, juicy and
moreish with smooth Cabernet tannins.

108.

MERLOT- HARDY’S

€ 17.00

SOUTH EASTERN

Light crimson with red hues. Fruit aromas of plum and cherry with dried herbs and
subtle vanilla oak. A soft medium bodied red wine showing generous plum fruit
flavours, clove and nutmeg spice and vanilla oak. This wine has a fine tannin structure
which supports fleshy ripe fruit, subtle spice and finishes with lingering plum and
cherry flavours.

109.

SYRAH, YELLOW LABEL - WOLF BLASS

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

€ 23.00

Deep purple with red hues. On the nose Lifted blue and dark berry fruits with hints of
wood spice. Medium to full-bodied with rich berry fruits, subtle fine tannins and a long,
smooth finish. The judicious use of oak gives support to the palate without dominating
the fruit.

New Zealand Reds
110.

PINOT NOIR – HUNTER’S

MARLBOROUGH

€ 22.00

Aromas of plum, spice, cherry and oak. The palate has ripe, fruit, with a soft round
texture, fine tannins and moderate length. Matured in oak for 9 months.

South African Reds
111.

PINOTAGE/SHIRAZ - ‘LEOPARD’S LEAP’

€ 17.00

CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

This wine has a medium bodied intensity and soft integrated tannins; its
characteristics reflects the distinctive style of both varietals in the blend. On the palate
it features fruit characteristics like plum and mulberry which are supported by vanilla
undertones with a hint of spice and white pepper.

112.

CABERNET/SHIRAZ - SIMONSIG

STELLENBOSCH

€ 17.50

Cabernet Sauvignon 53%, Shiraz 47%. A medium-bodied wine, the palate ripe fruit
flavours with lingering spicy finish.

113.

'BORIO'S' SHIRAZ - SIMONSIG

STELLENBOSCH

€ 20.00

A complex, full-bodied red wine, showing typical Shiraz smokiness and peppery spice
flavours that linger well. A smooth rich wine.

Dessert Wines
114.

DOLCE VITA – LATE HARVEST D.O.K.

CAMILLERI WINES, MALTA

€ 18.00

This blend of locally-grown Vermentino and Viognier offers an enticing, syrupy aroma
of stewed apples. On the palate one finds a soft, seductive sweetness which reinforces
the apple notes yet is further enriched by a full fruit-basket of flavours. Harvesting
these grapes late has ensured that their level of ripeness is much higher than usual,
resulting in an elegant sweetness which makes this wine an ideal dessert compliment
yet perfectly enjoyable on its own.

115.

CARAVAGGIO MOSCATO MALTA D.O.K.

MARSOVIN, MALTA

€ 15.00

A luscious refreshing and very fruity sweet wine with typical intense grapey aromas
and notes of melon, peaches and a floral hint of orange blossom. It has a refreshing
acidity on the palate with good concentration of fruit, structure and balance.

116.

MOSCATO D’ASTI - CASCINA GALLETTO

PIEDMONT, ITALY

A light yellow sweet wine with fragrances of the Piemontese spring.

€ 19.00

Beverages
Still Water

Small €1.50

Large €3.30

Sparkling Water

Small €1.50

Large €3.30

Soft Drinks

Small €1.50

Pint

Iced Tea

€3.00
€1.50

Local Beer

Small €1.75

Shandy

Small €1.75

Foreign Beer

Small €1.95

Pint

€3.50

Pint

€3.70

Spirits (including mixer)

€2.50

Whisky

€2.50

Single Malt Whisky

starting from €4.00

Liquers

€2.50

Cognac

€4.00

Grappa

€2.50

Port Wine

€3.50

Wine by the glass

starting from €4.50

Spritz

€5.00

Energy Drink

€2.50

Hot Beverages
Instant Coffee

€1.50

Espresso

€1.50

Espresso Lungo

€1.50

Espresso Macchiato

€1.50

Double Espresso

€2.00

Americano

€1.50

Capuccino

€2.00

Caffe Latte

€2.00

Irish Coffee

€4.50

Tea

€1.50

Herbal Tea

€1.50

Hot Chocolate

€2.00

